‘EXPERTS IN ACCUMULATION AND CONVEYING TECHNOLOGY’
ACCUMULATION

FTms

CONVEYING TECHNOLOGY

PARTS & SERVICE

HORIZONAL MULTILANE FIFO ACCUMULATOR
for inconsistent primary pack flows

SUITABLE FOR MANY TYPES OF CONTAINERS
Square

ZERO PRESSURE ACCUMULATION
PRESERVATION OF PRODUCT ORIENTATION
easy to

OPERATE

easy to

INSPECT

UP TO 245 METER NETT BUFFERLENGTH

easy to

CLEAN

CAPACITY UP TO 400 CPM (BASED ON PRODUCT 80 MM)

easy to

MAINTAIN

100% TRACEBILITY, GUARANTEED FIRST-IN-FIRST-OUT

SECURED PRODUCT TRANSFERS

MULTIPLE FOOTPRINTS CONFIGURATIONS
PROVEN 7TH GENERATION CONCEPT

Rectangular
Odd shaped
Tapered
Round
PET
HDPE
Aerosol
Glass
Cans

STAND ALONE INTEGRATED CONTROLS
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Maximize your
OEE
Minimize downtime!
Proven Technology for various markets

Line design
Our dynamic FiFo accumulator is well
commended amongst its users. It is
characterised by it’s total flat design,
integrated controls, gentle product care
and high capacity abilities because of its
unique in- and outfeed system. The system has been proven successful in various markets ranging from dairy, beverage, spirits, ice-cream, H&PC and even
chemical industries.

Configurations
To be able to fit the FTms in a production line with flexibility for layout integration, we have a total of 6
in- and outfeed configurations available. The FTms is available with 6-,
9-, 12-, 16- or 19 tracks varying between an overall length of min.
5,5m and max. 15m. Therefor it can
easily be integrated in both new and
existing lines.

FIFO ACCUMULATORS
MASS FLOW ACCUMULATORS
SINGELFILERS
DIVERTERS
MATRIX GATES
PACK TURNERS
SEPARATORS
DEBAGGERS
TABLETOP CONVEYORS
CHAIN CONVEYORS

Ease of change over

ROLLER CONVEYORS
THERMODRIVE CONVEYORS

Simplification and rapid change-over
to other dimension container formats
is a must for multi-format lines. This
is achieved by utilizing an accurately
fixed inner part of the satellite at
both in– and outfeed. Without the
need of tools these can be exchanged within 1 minute.

MODULAR BELTCONVEYORS
SIDE GRIPPERS
ELEVATORS
RINSERS

GLASS

Premium product care
We understand the importance of
your primary packaging, it needs to
be handled with the utmost care.
This FTms accumulator has a special
designed in- and outfeed satellite,
equipped with a unique rubber,
which will guide your product on and
off, without back pressure on the
accumulation system.

CARTONS
PET
HDPE
POUCHES
AEROSOLS
CANS
PRIMAIRY PACK

Improve line efficiency

SECONDARY PACK

How well optimised is your system in
terms of OEE? With the FTms positioned
in between filling- and packing area, we
are able to level out most of your short
stops of down stream equipment. The
upstream equipment can keep its cadence; your overall production efficiency
(according to DIN 8782) will benefit from
this optimised uptime. Buffered lines
show an increased line efficiency of up
to 20% in comparison with a line with
close coupled machines.
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